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GXS TrustedLink Windows
®

Operate a Powerful e-Commerce Program from Your Desktop
With an effective e-commerce program in place, your organization can gain significant
operational efficiencies and cost savings. When selecting an EDI translator, you’re
looking for a tool that’s both flexible and simple to use, providing you with the
functionality you need right now while leaving the door open for greater advantages
and economies of scale in the future.
Ensure your success with TrustedLink® Windows, a cost-effective electronic data
interchange (EDI) solution that simplifies the exchange of information with your
trading partners and within your enterprise. It is a stand-alone PC-based EDI translation tool for small to mid-market companies. Larger companies, who have low EDI
volumes can also use it either as standalone or a front-end translator to applications
running on other platforms. Designed specifically for the Microsoft Windows platform,
TrustedLink Windows is software that provides you with everything you need to run
a e-commerce program with ease and precision.

EDI Made Easy
Installation and Trading Partner wizards make setup a snap, and an intuitive browser interface
makes TrustedLink Windows easy to use, reducing ramp-up time for new users. In fact, when
you receive a transaction from a new trading partner, that partner is automatically setup for you.
Communications and data entry as well as print translation and administration are all accessible
via your desktop computer. Suddenly, communication with your trading partners—no matter
their requirements—is fast, accurate and secure.

Flexible Tools to Communicate with Your Trading Partners
No matter what communication and security capabilities you need, GXS has the solution to
help you meet your trading partners’ requirements. Whether you communicate with your
trading partners via a Value-Added Network (VAN) or over the Internet (e.g., AS2), you can
use TrustedLink to communicate easily and securely.
TrustedLink Windows is fully integrated with BizManager™, GXS’s B2B Communication
Gateway, which has been independently certified eBusinessReady® for full AS1/AS2/AS3 compliance. This ensures the ability to comply with the mandates of major trading partners, while
providing access to all your EDI needs from a single interface, saving you the time and expense
of integrating and learning a third-party, stand-alone solution.

Use TrustedLink to Your Competitive Advantage
TrustedLink Windows offers a host of advanced, time-saving capabilities:
• Browser interface and wizards. Reduce implementation time by simplifying setup tasks
and enhancing ease of use

Key Benefits
• Quickly rollout your EDI
program
• Protect high-value relationships
with a low-cost solution
• Simplify deployment and use
right from your existing PC
• Reduce manual data entry by
converting inbound transactions
into outbound transactions
• Streamline efficiencies by integrating inbound/outbound EDI
with back-office applications
• Extend ROI with fully integrated
EDI-INT capabilities
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• Forms library. Effectively manage change by keeping up-to-date with the most
current trading requirements of your partners with more than 10,000 forms from
which to choose

SUPPORTED PLATFORMS
• Microsoft Windows

• Task automation. Frees your time to concentrate on other core business activities by
setting up your system to run completely unattended
• Mapper. Enables you to deal with more complex trading partner mapping requirements
• GXS Trading Grid. Reliably send and receive your valuable transactions on GXS Trading
Grid, the world’s most powerful integration cloud platform for B2B e-commerce
• Internet EDI. Conduct business transactions using a variety of Internet EDI protocols,
such as AS2, with seamless integration between TrustedLink Windows and BizManager.™
In addition to connectivity and transaction services, GXS Trading Grid lets you monitor and
manage your trading partner community as well as download software updates and documentation—all right from your desktop PC. Plus, the customer self-service facility provides answers
to frequently asked questions and tutorials, giving you access to the information you need to
resolve issues anytime you want.
Increasingly, companies are being required by industry-leading enterprises to support protocols
such as AS1/AS2/AS3 for the exchange of EDI/XML over the Internet. TrustedLink Windows is
fully integrated with GXS’s BizManager solution, which allows users to meet industry mandates
by supporting these and other established standards. Send and receive any data type via multiple connectivity methods for the most flexible business partner communication—without any
customized programming.

Streamline Your Business Relationships
Always meet the most current requirements of your trading partners and preserve valuable business relationships with TrustedLink Windows’ extensive forms library. The library allows you
to see which forms your partners prefer so you can translate documents based on their specific
requirements. You can turn an inbound transaction into an outbound transaction (e.g., purchase
order to invoice), increasing efficiency by eliminating much of the data entry associated with
outbound transactions. You can also view and print any form as well as still manually enter data
for outbound transactions when necessary.
TrustedLink Windows’ online
repository of forms for major
hubs and trading partners lets
you easily download the forms
you need, and remain current
with updates and customer
requests.
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Need to use XML instead of electronic forms? TrustedLink Windows lets users select any electronic document from a folder and convert it into XML format. An XSL style sheet is included,
allowing you to view and print the XML data without the use of forms.

Handle Complex Mapping Requirements with Ease
Expand your trading community by leveraging the power of GXS’s transformation mapping
tool. Mapper addresses the complex transaction requirements of your larger trading partners
with intuitive wizards and drag and drop functionality. With Mapper you can create mapping
rules or use JavaScript for more sophisticated translations. Its advanced mapping capabilities also
help to speed implementation time.

Extend EDI to the People Who Need It
With TrustedLink Windows’ Remote User Interface (RUI), you can extend the power of EDI
throughout your enterprise. This optional module extends key functionality to additional users,
who can be spread out across multiple locations around the globe—so shipping and accounting
can access the information they need, when they need it. From any instance of this interface,
users can handle a variety of tasks, including:
• Modifying saved documents
• Launching a communications session
• Creating and saving new EDI documents

• Printing forms

Mission-critical activities such as trading partner setup and working with map and file merges
are limited to the TrustedLink Windows administrator, ensuring your sensitive data is protected.

About GXS
GXS is a leading provider of
B2B e-commerce solutions
and operates the world’s
largest and most expansive
network of integrated business
communities. The company’s
software and services simplify
and enhance businesses process
integration and collaboration
among networks of trading
partners. Organizations
worldwide, including more than
75 percent of the Fortune 500,
use GXS solutions to extend
their supply chain networks,
optimize product launches,
automate warehouse receiving,
manage electronic payments
and gain supply chain visibility.
Based in Gaithersburg, Maryland,
GXS has operations and offices
around the world. For more
information, see
http://www.gxs.com,
http://blogs.gxs.com and
http://twitter.com/gxs.

Product Highlights
• Support for ANSI X12 and EDIFACT transactions, including all currently available
versions and subsets
• Library of more than 10,000 data entry and print forms
• Scheduling of communication, printing and translation with task automation capabilities
• Conversion of inbound-to-outbound transactions to reduce manual data entry
• Remote access for multiple users
• Integration of inbound/outbound EDI with back-office applications
• Archival of documents to the storage media of your choice
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About GXS
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